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an area in northern Transvaal 1000 km from her
home.

These medical personnel are only a tiny
fraction of those whom the South African
regime have restricted, imprisoned, tortured,
or murdered. We feel that our professions
must openly condemn these gross violations of
human rights and seek out effective means to
hasten their end.

DAVID PARKES JOHN MCEWAN
KEVIN C RYAN ANN STRINGER
MARIE DRIVER JOHN CHAMBERS
KEITH W PETTINGALE ANN MILLWARD
STEVEN GREER GRAEME PERKS
FRASER WATTS WILL STORY

London SE5

I Utnited Nations News, 23 September 1977.

Peter Scott Memorial Fund

SIR,-The distinguished forensic psychiatrist
Dr Peter Scott, of the Bethlem/Maudsley
Hospitals and the Home Office, died in August
last year. His death has left an unbridgable
gap in British forensic psychiatry and crim-
inology. For 30 years his writings, teaching,
and practice have helped courts and penal and
social agencies in Britain to arrive at a just,
humane, and helpful disposition of offenders.
His counsel has supported doctors, caring
services, and police in testing situations. His
experience and wisdom were frequently
drawn upon by prestigious and influential
advisory committees which have helped to
formulate national policy in penology and
psychiatry. Students of his over the years have
carried his humanity and clearsightedness
throughout the world.
Many of Peter Scott's friends and colleagues

wish his life and work to be commemorated,
and to this end a Memorial Fund has been
launched under the auspices of the Royal
College of Psychiatrists. The aim of the fund
is to further education and rcsearch in forensic
psychiatry. Dr Scott was particularly dedicated
to the teaching and encouragement of young
psychiatrists, and it is felt that the aim of this
appeal is one of which he would have approved.

I am writing to you since I believe that many
of your readers will have known and benefited
from Dr Scott's advice and teaching over many
years. I should be very grateful if you could
find room in your columns to bring this to the
attention of your readers.
Those interested in supporting this fund

should send donations to the Peter Scott
Memorial Fund, Royal College of Psychiatrists,
17 Belgrave Square, London SWlX 8PG.
Cheques should be made payable to "The
Royal College of Psychiatrists (Peter Scott
Memorial Fund)."

ROBERT BLUGLASS
Secretary,

Peter Scott Memorial Fund Appeal Committee
London SW1

New GP charter

SIR,-As an entirely NHS practice firmly
committed to the practice of full-time (24
h/day) family medicine, we are greatly
alarmed by the reports of support for closed
contracts for general practitioners which are
currently appearing in various journals.
We think that this is a fatal step in the

direction of a salaried service which is likely
to lead to interference with our freedom as

family doctors. It is not hard to imagine a
future government, particularly in conditions
of medical unemployment, pleading lack of
funds and insisting on control of GP services
outside the 40-hour closed contract. Our
patients could then be cared for "after hours"
by a doctor of whom we might not approve
and the very personal relationship between
patient and doctor would be diminished, not
to mention our pay. Moreover, during the
40-hours closed contract there would be more
government interest in the minutiae of the
doctor's pay, and before long clocking on and
off might be introduced. The present system,
with some modifications such as proper
remuneration and list sizes, would preserve
our independence.
We suspect that it is our present financial

plight which has made a closed contract or
salaried service seem superficially attractive to
some; yet if doctors feel deeply enough to
propose these risky alternatives, surely they
would do better to prepare to resign from the
NHS and to return to something like the pre-
1948 paying system, re-entering the NHS only
on their own terms. These terms, in our view,
would be an improved version of our present
system, properly and fairly remunerated,
especially for out-of-hours work and holiday
cover. If we showed real determination to
achieve our aims in this way, they might be
attained more easily than we think.

For those interested in this debate Dr
Pereira Gray's recent article on "General
practitioners and the independent contractor
status," in the J7ournal of the Royal College of
General Practitioners' is mandatory reading.

CHRISTOPHER MAYCOCK
ANGUS FORBES
JOHN WRIGHT

Crediton, Devon

Gray, D J P, Journal of the Royal College of General
Practitioners, 1977, 27, 746.

New consultant contract

SIR,-Although temporarily on the touchline
and watching the consultant contract negotia-
tions game from afar I feel I must draw
attention to one apparent anomaly in the
proposed contract. In your "Contract progress
report" (8 October, p 969) you state, "If a
consultant was expected to work an excessive
number of notional half-days (NHDs) over
long periods his employing authority would be
required to consider, with professional
advice, whether there should be another
consultant appointment made...."

If a further consultant appointment was
made the initial consultant wou'ld then surely
suffer a loss ofNHDs and thus loss of income.
Is this a correct assumption or does "excessive
number of NHDs" mean that some are not
being paid for ? Even so, a loss of income is
almost certain to follow a new consultant
appointment when the consultants already in
post are working excess NHDs, as the new post
will alleviate their need to have such NHDs.
This system of excess NHDs may lead to
"brinkmanship"-that is, doing enough extra
work to boost income but not enough to
precipitate a new appointment. This, of
course, is another reason to ensure that'the
basic 10-NHD salary is adequate so that
excess work is not necessary to attain a
reasonable salary.

I feel that this is an important point to

consider, as I am likely to find myself working
excess NHDs in a shortage specialty when I
return to the United Kingdom.

R E J LEE
Department of Radiology,
University Hospital of the West Indies,
Jamaica, WI

***The Secretary writes: "Dr Lee is correct
in saying that if a second consultant were
appointed the first would suffer a loss ofincome
because he would be doing less work and the
new contract is a work-related one. What is
more important is the second point made by
Dr Lee, that the 10 basic NHDs should be
adequately remunerated."-ED, BM7.

SIR,-For those within a few years of retire-
ment the effect of the proposed new contract
on superannuation is perhaps of more concern
than the need to undertake frequent nocturnal
hospital visits in order to obtain a proper
level of remuneration.
Under the terms of the proposed contract it

is important to know whether the equivalent
of the present whole-time year would be 10
or 12 units, especially for the part-timer whose
previous years count only as a proportion of
the whole-time equivalent. Also whether or
not extra units and emergency recall fees
would be superannuable and included in
assessment of average remuneration by the
Review Body.
As consultants are likely to be subject to

pay restraint within 10%, those who work
little more than basic units are unlikely even
to achieve this increase if extra units and
emergency hospital visits are included in the
assessment of the norm. The present contract
might well be preferable, especially for the
middle-aged part-timer.

F J FLINT
Sheffield

***The Secretary writes: "Discussions are
taking place with the Superannuation Division
about the arrangements for superannuating
the new contract. It is hoped to achieve a
situation under which the basic 10 notional
half-days (NHDs) will be superannuated
under the present system for consultants and
that any additional NHDs and fees can be
superannuated under a similar arrangement to
that which exists for general practitioners-
that is, based on a fraction of career earnings.
This willprevent circumstances arising in which
the lower additional earnings of a consultant
in his later years could seriously affect the size
of his pension."-ED, BMJ.

Consultants' motoring costs

SIR,-Mr Roger Hole, in his letter (21
January, p 180), once more draws attention to
the widespread discontent among consultants
about the increased cost of motoring and
particularly the replacement cost of modern
cars. However, he quotes me in previous
correspondence as advocating a withdrawal of
the use of consultants' cars in one or two areas
for a limited time. I think it is most important
that any organised withdrawal of the use of
cars should be on a national basis. There is
reason to believe that the authorities are
beginning to realise that something will have
to be done about this issue.

R D H RYALL
Clatterbridge Hospital,
Bebington, Wirral
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